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DARPA’s Magic Ingredient—
Speed—Can Help Build a Fleet 
of Allied “DARPAs”
By Nicholas D. Wright

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is a huge success—from the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (ARPA)’s ARPANET in the 1960s to stealth technology, GPS devices, and Moderna’s mRNA 
vaccines. No single ingredient accounts for DARPA’s success. But one ingredient is special to DARPA’s model 
and—although rarely understood—underpins its relentless pace of advance at the edge of technology. The 
empowered program managers who run DARPA projects come in for about four years, during which they 
must have their project approved, set up, and run; after that, they are (almost always) out. It reinforces the 
culture—succeed fast, fail fast, do everything fast.

Paradoxically, this relentless short-term mechanism has enabled long-term payoffs for decades. The short-
term heartbeat constantly refreshes DARPA, preventing the accretion of partial successes and mediocrity. 
And this means that DARPA develops the foundational “deep tech” that—often years later—can generate 
vast value. Time matters, and DARPA’s mastery of long-term payoffs is a U.S. strategic edge. DARPA “takes 
on the risky thing,” as former deputy director Jane Alexander said, “and makes it real enough that the next 
guy will invest in it.” The figure below shows DARPA’s stage in the innovation process and what makes 
deep tech “deep.” The iPhone is a great product, and it rests on deep tech—from the internet to SIRI—often 
traced back to DARPA.

But can DARPA meet the scale of the innovation challenge now? Even a highly innovative United States, 
with 328 million citizens and DARPA, will struggle to out-innovate 1,398 million increasingly well-
educated Chinese. Allies will be crucial. The question is, how?

DARPA’s job is not to support allies, but to be excellent, relevant, and to produce revolutionary innovation. 
Allies must augment DARPA, not distract or drain it. Thus, close allies should build their own “DARPAs,” 
above all with the same magic ingredient of empowered, excellent short-term program managers. And such 
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compatible structures mean that this fleet of allied “DARPAs” can be independent yet interoperable, which 
will enable the “DARPAs” and their ecosystems to coordinate, mutually reinforce each other, leverage 
their particular strengths in dual-use tech like artificial intelligence (AI) or quantum as well as traditional 
defense—and together be greater than they could be alone. Admittedly, this requires long-term, deep, 
trusted relationships and highly compatible security practices. So, who can build this fleet of “DARPAs”?

An obvious answer are the other Five Eyes nations: the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and New 
Zealand. It plays to their excellence in the basic science that is a crucial input for “DARPAs”: adding the 
five nations’ global top 100 ranked universities together takes the U.S. tally of 27 to a far more powerful 
56 out of 100. Long-established, deep, trusted relationships will help provide rapid interoperability 
between the “DARPAs” and provide a secure scaffolding in which to grow bottom-up connections between 
their ecosystems of researchers, investors, and entrepreneurs. Collaboration at this deep tech stage of 
the innovation process helps avoid the minefields of intellectual property (IP) rules that—like the U.S. 
International Traffic in Arms Regulations or “ITAR”—can bedevil later stages. In the process of innovation, 
Five Eyes collaboration on deep tech hits a sweet spot. 

Along with this fleet’s value and feasibility, a third advantage is durability to the future’s inevitable political 
vicissitudes. The most intimate five-nation intelligence collaboration survived 75 years of vicissitudes 
because it operated in distinct areas and worked for all five nations. This allied fleet can provide an 
innovative edge for the next 75.

To see how this deep tech collaboration can benefit each of the five nations, the next two sections ask in 
turn: “What’s in it for the United States?” and “What’s in it for the other four nations?” 

Figure. What is deep tech? DARPA operates at a crucial stage in the process of innovation—and to 
collaborate requires a common name for this stage. “Deep tech” is simple—gaining private and public 
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sector traction—and it is not defense specific. Alternative terms for this concept include “generic research,” 
“frontier tech,” or types of applied research. Deep tech has four characteristics: 

1. It is close to the edge of unanswered scientific questions, and thus, has disruptive potential—
“Revolution, not evolution,” in DARPA’s language—and often involves scientists alongside 
engineers, entrepreneurs, or practitioners. 

2. It has a long time horizon, so payoffs may be 10–30 years off. 

3. It has big, potential value of real relevance for prosperity or security. 

4. It is only partially “excludable” in an economic sense, sitting between basic research that is a 
“public good” (e.g., universities seeking new, unpatentable laws of nature) and proprietary research 
(e.g., production and process specific research with shorter-term rewards, for which IP can exclude 
competitors). 

These four characteristics may not be equal or all present in every case, but they capture the basic concept. 
They also show why neither traditional basic research funding nor the private sector will fund the deep 
tech that DARPA produces so brilliantly.

Benefits for U.S. Innovation
“I never really felt constrained by money,” former DARPA director Tony Tether described. “I was more 
constrained by ideas.” The other four nations bring ideas at the scientific frontier from their powerful 
universities, as well as commercial and operational communities. The United Kingdom alone produces 
more highly cited science than any countries except the United States and China, with Canada and 
Australia in fifth and sixth places globally. London has the world’s fourth-highest venture capital 
investment in tech companies after San Francisco, Beijing, and New York.

DARPA has also kept itself small in order to pursue ideas without more bureaucratic layers. Fully 
independent but interoperable allied “DARPAs” could help pursue ideas without adding bureaucracy to 
DARPA itself. The fleet can coordinate or collaborate as needed. If the United States wants to keep some 
programs purely domestic it can, as can the others. DARPA is already split into six offices, and this network 
would add capacity equivalent to that of around three more. 

Each allied “DARPA” can focus on areas of strength. Australia’s remote mining expertise has applications for 
outer space and New Zealand–born RocketLab has worked with DARPA. In genetics, the United Kingdom 
contributed about half the world’s Covid-19 genome sequencing by January 2021, and the Human Genome 
Project was mostly a UK-U.S. project with results jointly announced by Prime Minister Blair and President 
Clinton. In AI, Toronto-based Geoffrey Hinton led the 2012 “ImageNet” paper that launched the current 
wave of AI, London’s DeepMind (bought by Google) built the pioneering AlphaGo, and the recent U.S. AI 
commission led by Eric Schmidt highlights the Five Eyes.

A remarkable ecosystem of technologists, scientists, businesses, and public bodies surrounds DARPA in 
the United States—and over time the five nations’ ecosystems can interconnect to generate bottom-up 
innovation. Funding other nations’ performers can help, and national awards can match inputs so no 
country overall ends up funding jobs abroad.

Finally, this collaboration does not exclude other nations, but can instead underpin multiple broader 
networks that balance security and the benefits of interchange—like concentric circles running through 
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the G7, D10, and beyond. Japanese security classification mechanisms allow some collaborations but not 
others. India has long guarded its independence. The European Union is pursuing “tech sovereignty.” 
Collaboration is not all or nothing and will be crucial in different ways with all these partners. In addition 
to the Five Eyes intelligence apparatus, U.S. legislation already enables deeper links with the Canadian, UK, 
and Australian defense-industrial bases—to which this Five Eyes deep tech collaboration will add a new 
innovative edge. 

ARPA was set up as a direct U.S. response to a peer innovator—the Soviet Union’s Sputnik was ahead of the 
West—and a five-nation fleet of allied “DARPAs” can give the United States the scale needed now. But how 
would it help the other four nations?

Benefits for Innovation in Australia, the United Kingdom, Canada, and New Zealand
To capitalize on their excellent basic science, all four nations can imitate how DARPA generates the 
deep tech that drives big social, economic, and security value. Copying the world’s best organization for 
generating deep tech—including its magic ingredient of short-term program managers—brings double 
benefits. First, it directly enhances this stage of the innovation process in each nation. Second, it enables 
interoperability with the allied fleet of “DARPAs” so that they can contribute to this new allied fleet and 
also learn from the U.S. ecosystem. Learning is key.

The United Kingdom, for example, is setting up a DARPA-modeled Advanced Research and Invention 
Agency with an initial budget of £800 million over four years. But will this use short-term program 
managers, and will it be compatible with the U.S. DARPA? Despite “many attempts to apply the DARPA 
model in other organizations in the private and public sector,” writes a former DARPA director and 
deputy director, to their knowledge, “all . . . . have had mixed results or failed.” To be sure, DARPA’s magic 
ingredient of rapid turnover of key staff is combined with money, risk appetite, technical excellence, and 
independence, which is not easy to do. But this reinforces the need to copy DARPA and be interoperable so 
one can learn from DARPA and its ecosystem.

If the other four nations demonstrate their commitment by first building independent yet interoperable 
“DARPAs”—and so offer the U.S. DARPA real added value for deep collaboration—it will be an incredible 
opportunity to learn from the world’s best. Independence means some programs or outputs can be kept 
domestic only. Interoperability can arise from multiple sources: shared structures and organizational 
cultures (based around empowered, short-term program managers); trusted and well-understood security 
arrangements (e.g., clearances); plus coordinating bureaucratic processes to minimize barriers between the 
five ecosystems’ engineers, scientists, and entrepreneurs. Coordination may be guided by their leaderships 
but should also emerge bottom-up as their ecosystems develop together.

That said, can a “DARPA” work in countries smaller than the United States? DARPA is itself split into six 
offices from biology to microsystems, each of which has relatively wide portfolios. The United Kingdom, 
Australia, and Canada each have enough scale to equate to roughly one office, which could pursue a 
portfolio of areas in which they are strong. Networked together plus New Zealand they have more scale. No 
other countries have a better scientific base or opportunity to learn by working directly alongside DARPA 
than these four nations.

Another fear is whether the United States will just take all the best deep tech. The United States may do 
some of that, because it already does: Google bought UK AI pioneer DeepMind. But the bigger picture is 
that the other four nations don’t capitalize on their amazing basic science to produce enough companies 
like DeepMind or chip designer ARM, or clusters like those around Toronto or Cambridge University. 
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If they can stop punching below their weight and thus produce more deep tech successes, then how to 
better protect them will be a good challenge to have. Better protection of established companies like ARM, 
or indeed a myriad of successful start-ups, mainly relates to a later stage in the process than DARPA or 
deep tech. To be sure, that also needs tackling in a comprehensive innovation strategy, but it is a largely 
separable issue. World-leading deep tech will still be a huge step forward—and a fleet of allied “DARPAs” 
will turbocharge this stage of each nation’s innovation process. 

A Five Eyes Innovation-Producing Apparatus
At a recent meeting with the Pentagon Joint Staff on alliances, the former head of MI6, Sir John Sawers, 
challenged a common understanding of the Five Eyes intelligence apparatus. It is not best thought of as an 
intelligence sharing apparatus, he suggested, but as an intelligence producing apparatus. Working together, 
the allies produce more than any country could alone. The same can be done with deep tech. 
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